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Section-A 

Q1.  Answer the following in brief (Any five) 
a. What is feed forward control system? 
b. What is meant by disturbance in control system? 
c. What is a block diagram reduction rule for shifting take-off point after a block? 
d. What is Mason’s gain formula? 
e. How you define ‘Type’ of system? 

f. What is a time constant if first order system has transfer function, G(s) =
5

𝑠+4
? 

10 

Q.2 a) What are the elements of an open loop control system? Give a suitable example. What are the advantages and 

disadvantages of such open loop control system? 

07 

 b) Derive the expression for under-damped response of the second order system subjected to unit step input,i.e. 

𝑐(𝑡) = 1 −
𝑒−𝑤𝑛𝑡

√1−2
 sin (wdt+𝜃),Where wd=wn√1 − 2 and 𝜃=cos-1 

08 

Q.3 a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reduce the block diagram to its simple hence obtain C(s)/ R(s) 
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 b) What is position, velocity and acceleration error constant? For a system 

𝐺(𝑠)𝐻(𝑠) =
𝐾

𝑠2(𝑠 + 2)(𝑠 + 3)
, find the value of k to limit steady state 

08 
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error to 10 when input to system is 1 + 10t +
40

2
t2 

Q.4 a) Define- Transfer function .find out the transfer function of given network: 
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 b) Derive the transfer function of armature controlled DC servomotor 08 

Q.5  Write short notes on 

a. Mathematical modeling of physical systems 

b. Regenerative feedback 

c. Derivative control action 

15 

  Section-B  

Q.6  Answer the following questions in brief (Any five) 

a. What is the effect of adding zeros in root locus? 

b. What is meant by relative stability? 

c. What is a principle of argument in Nyquist stability? 

d. How stability is defined based on information of gain and phase margin 

e. What do you mean by ‘Fuzzy’ term? 

f. What is meant by observability? 

 

10 

Q.7 a) An open loop transfer function of unity feedback system is, 

𝐺 (𝑠) =
𝐾

𝑠(𝑆2+𝑠+1)(𝑠+2)
.Find the range of K for stability. For what value of K system will oscillate and what is 

frequency of oscillations? 

07 
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 b) Consider, 𝐺(𝑠)𝐻(𝑠) =
10

𝑠(𝑆+1)(𝑠+2)
. Sketch the rough nature of polar plot of a given system. Calculate its gain 

margin in dB. Hence comment on its stability. 

08 

Q.8 a) Evaluate controllability and observability of the system represented in state space model with, 

𝐴 = [
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 −2 −3

]  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵 = [
0
0
0

]  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶 = [3 4 1] 

07 

 b) Sketch the root locus diagram for a system having,𝐺 (𝑠)𝐻(𝑠) =
𝐾

𝑠(𝑠2+2𝑠+2)
 08 

Q.9  A unity feedback control system has, 𝐺(𝑠) =
80

𝑠(𝑠+2)(𝑠+20)
 Draw a Bode plot. Determine wgc , wpc , G.M. and 

P.M. Comment on stability 

15 

Q.10  Write short notes on- 

a. Programmable Logic Controller 

b. Solution of state equation 

c. Special cases in R-H Stability criteria 

15 
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